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The Plant Accelerator – from standard 
greenhouse to automation



- Manual measurements

- Direct contact with plants

- Relatively small data sets

- ‘simple statistics’ often 
sufficient

Phenotyping – past and present



Phenotyping – past and present

- Automated 
measurements

- Limited visual assessment 
of plants

- Large image-based 
datasets

- Need for multidisciplinary 
team of experts for 
experimental design, 
setup, image and data 
analyses



A ‘typical’ high-throughput experiment

 Hundreds of genotypes

 Multiple treatments, uneven replication

 Over 1,000 plants, spread over two rooms

 2 to 8 weeks of imaging

 10,000s images

 Multiple traits per image

 Millions of cells in results file

not uncommon



Data analysis – the new phenotyping bottleneck

 A typical experiment takes ~ 4-12 weeks to run

 Basic image analysis with QC in parallel or ~ 1-2 weeks at completion

 Analysis of numeric data at the end can take months (or years)

– Datasets are two large for basic stats approach

– Time-course series

– Plant scientists can feel overwhelmed with data sets

– Exploration of data difficult with e.g. Excel, going through individual images 
impossible

– QC required, outlier detection

– Close collaboration between plant scientists and statisticians critical



Basic questions asked during or after experiment

 Did the treatment work? Was it the right level?

 Are there trends between rooms, across a room?

 Are there outliers? What type? 

– Technical (e.g. image analysis)

– Biological (e.g. poor seedling development)

 Apart from biomass over time, what other traits might be of interest?

Control Salt



Ways to answer questions and address data-analysis 
bottleneck

 Tools for visual quality control by expert user

 Tools for easy exploration of dataset by plant scientists to get a feel for 
the data

- Customized for plant 
phenotyping datasets

- Plotting tools

- Basic stats

- Login options
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Summary

 Zegami does not replace detailed statistical analysis by experts

 But it allows plant scientists to explore large image datasets

 Brings together images and numeric values

 Allows to generate complex graphs on the fly

 Helps with quality control and outlier detection

 Allows plant scientists to ask new questions and query data easily

 Adaptable to other datasets (e.g. microscopy, germplasm bank,….)
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